Men's Belt,Bulliant Leather Reversible Belt 1.25" For Mens Casual
Golf Dress,One Belt Reverse For 2 Sides Review-2021

One Genuine Leather Belt Width 1 1/4", Removable Buckle for Cut to Fit
Clamp closure
Reversible--Paying one belt but getting two! So easy to reverse the belt from one side to another,
thus you can change from black to brown and vice versa to match different dresses, specially during
long travelling;
Exact Fit--Full range of sizes to select to get exact fit, suggesting select 1 size bigger(2") than you
waist size for needed adjustability. however, just in case too big, it is easy to remove the buckle and
cut the strap short to needed size;
Durability--Strap-Genuine Leather with Micro Fabric Solution, Buckle -Zinc Alloy with high quality
decoration for scratch resistance, it provides a maximum endurance for your daily use;
Gift Box--Stylish, attractive and stable, it was packed in an elegant box for protection and also
enable it to be gives as a niece gift to your friends, family and colleges;
GUARANTEE--100% Guarantee available. Any product issue makes you dissatisfy with this belt
within the GUARANTEE PERIOD, let us know and we will make it right, Full Refund or a Free
Replacement, whichever you prefer.BULLIANT-From Nature, for the Nature
BULLIANT, More than a belt manufacturer, is a belt designer. Using nature material for each item to
explain the nature of every personality, Bulliant belt design is for a comfortable daily use but more
than that, also the confidence and enjoying of a life, by well matching different dresses.
Reversible and Durable
The reversibility turns one belt into two different colors from front to back sides, It is a good choice
for different dresses without buying more belts, the genuine leather and precise process ensure its
top quality for a durability; --Material: Genuine Leather; soft and durable; --Buckle: Zinc with strong
and green coating , scratch resistance; --Force: 60lbs locking force resistance; --Packing: Elegant
gift-boxed; --Size: Adjustable by cutting the strap for fit; --Attention: Resuming 1day every week to
make it refresh; --Maintenance: Dry at room condition, away from heating or sunshine directly;
Exact-Fit
Cut to Fit: New design for exact fit, so easy to take the strap down to cut for desired size, no
headache of buying a too short size, specially while taking as a gift but no precise waist of the
objective, just buying bigger and cut it later on, no headache of more holes. How to cut the belt as
following, also an instruction is available in packing box for details: 1:Turning buckle Groove Box at
the cross position to Buckle, you will find a small hole at the side of the Box; then using thin
screw-driver or nipper to opening the Groove door from the hole; 2: Taking the strap out from the
buckle and Cutting the strap for your desired size; 3: Putting back the sized strap into the buckle and
close the groove while keeping it at cross position to buckle; 4: Turning back the groove box to
parallel position;
Quality in Details
Gift Idea:
Stylish collection, elegant gift box, no doubt to present it as a gift for family or friends.
Difference:
The premium quality in details, the inside corner and back of buckle also important for us as a brand
Extra Service:
Making client satisfied is our first priority, we provide extra service and help without time limitation,
any issue, a fast response is available. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

